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Overview
Russia’s economic footprint in Macedonia can be de
scribed as non-existent at best or very limited at worst.
However, a detailed assessment of Russia’s economic
presence in the country reveals a more nuanced pic
ture, in which many channels of engagement are in
direct, including through third parties and offshore
companies. Former Prime Minister Nikola Gruevski
and his coalition were instrumental in strengthening
Macedonian ties with Russia through an expanded
engagement in not only the national, but also regional
energy sectors. Fully dependent on Russian gas and
possibly with the aim of becoming a natural gas tran
sit center, Gruevski sought to enter two large-scale
Russian-led gas pipeline projects: South Stream and
its replacement, Turkish Stream. Following opposition
from European regulators, and in part due to declin
ing gas consumption in Central and Eastern Europe,
Gazprom canceled South Stream and announced
Turkish Stream, a project which could secure a market
for more gas coming from multiple gas development
projects in Western Siberia and the Yamal Peninsula
in Russia.
Outside the oil and gas sector, trade between Rus
sia and Macedonia has historically been small. Bi
lateral trade recently saw some uptick due to in
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Key points
→ The Russian economic presence in Macedonia
has been growing over the past decade albeit
from a minimal starting point.
→ The revenues of Russian companies operating
in Macedonia grew fourfold from EUR 63 mil
lion in 2006 to over EUR 212 million in 2015.
Still, they make up a little over 1 % of the total
revenues in the economy.
→ Much of Russia’s investment in Macedonia
is channeled via third countries including
through offshore havens like Cyprus and Belize,
obscuring the true extent of the economic
footprint.
→ Russia has engendered Macedonian energy
dependence by controlling the single gas route
to the country – via the TransBalkan Pipeline.
Gazprom charges Macedonia one of the high
est gas prices in Europe, and has locked in the
country in a costly expansion of the natural gas
network.
→ Though the Russian economic footprint in Ma
cedonia has been much less pronounced than
in other Western Balkan countries, there is sig
nificant potential for future growth consider
ing Russia’s project plans in the energy sector
over the next decade.
→ Over the last two years, Russia has skillfully ex
ploited Macedonia’s political instability, striv
ing to undermine the country’s Trans-Atlantic
ties.
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creased Macedonian agricultural exports following
a 2014 Russian decision to embargo EU-produced
agricultural goods, which opened space for oth
erwise non-competitive producers, such as those
from Macedonia. Macedonia was allowed by Russia
to export more after its refusal to join the EU and
U.S. sanctions against Russia over its annexation of
Crimea. Although Macedonia currently maintains a
trade deficit, it fell from around 5 % of gross domes
tic product (GDP) in 2006 to about 0.5 % in 2016.
This was mainly due to the fall in natural gas prices
and Macedonia’s diversification away from import
ed Russian crude oil. In absolute figures, the trade
turnover between the two countries has never been
more than EUR 400 million per year, and is currently
around EUR 100 million.
Similarly, Russian direct investments in the country
are just EUR 27 million (in 2015), compared to, for ex
ample, Austrian investment in Macedonia of over EUR
500 million. Russian direct investments in the country
began around 2009 but have increased incrementally
since then. Russian businesses have also invested in
directly through offshore accounts held in countries
such as Cyprus, Belize, or others with preferential tax
regimes such as the Netherlands, where Lukoil, the
largest Russian company operating in Macedonia, is
registered, as becomes clear when reviewing corpo
rate footprint data to identify offshore companies
with their ultimate beneficial owners located in Rus
sia. One example is the sports and gambling business
of Russian businessman Sergei Samsonenko, who is
one of the wealthiest individuals in Macedonia. As
detailed in this report below, he built strong ties with
the former government of Gruevski and his circle, in
cluding powerful Macedonian businessmen such as
the co-owner of the Iskra MM company, Cvetan Pan
deleski, and Orce Kamcev,1 purportedly the richest
person in Macedonia. Samsonenko also supported
Gruevski’s election campaign in 2014.
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Over the last two years, there has been increasing evi
dence of Russian efforts to take advantage of Mace
donia’s political instability and undermined the coun
try’s Trans-Atlantic aspirations. In 2017, confidential
information was leaked that appeared to indidcate
that that Russian agents operated in Macedonia with
the aim of blocking the country’s entry into NATO.2
There are indications that Russia sought to use the
Macedonian energy sector to dominate the country’s
politics. Such a strategy was employed in Bulgaria
and Serbia, and is consistent with strategies identi
fied in The Kremlin Playbook regarding Russia’s use
of vulnerable economic sectors and weakly governed
state-controlled businesses to establish with a range
of countries long-term, asymmetrical relationships.3
On the political level, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei
Lavrov publicly blamed the West for creating the crisis
in Macedonia to support allied politicians.
In sum, though the Russian economic footprint in
Macedonia is less significant than in other Western
Balkan countries, there is significant potential for
future growth considering Russia’s projected plans in
the energy sector over the next decade.

Russia’s Economic Footprint
in Macedonia
Russia’s economic presence has been growing stead
ily over the past decade, from a low starting point.
A detailed analysis of Russia’s corporate footprint
shows a total of 78 companies registered in Macedo
nia with at least 25 % of their shares owned by Rus
sian entities or individuals. The revenues of Russian
companies operating in Macedonia grew fourfold
from EUR 63 million in 2006 to over EUR 212 million
in 2015.4 Still, these companies make up a little over
1 % of the total revenues in the economy, with close
to half of the revenue generated by one company:

Rajcheska, Angela and Stankovich, Bianka (2016). Samsonenko: Successful in Macedonia-under scrutiny in Russia. Center for
Investigative Journalism (SCOOP), 5 December, 2016.
OCCRP (2017). “Leaked Documents Show Russian, Serbian Attempts to Meddle in Macedonia,” 4 June, 2017.
Conley, A. Heather, Stefanov, Ruslan, Mina, James and Vladimirov, Martin (2016). Kremlin Playbook: Understanding Russian
Influence in Central and Eastern Europe. CSIS/Rowman & Littlefield, October, 2016.
CSD calculations based on data from Eurostat, and corporate registers and databases.
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Lukoil, a retail fuel distributor. The other half is con
centrated in the two largest gas pipeline construc
tion companies that arecurrently expanding Mac
edonia’s domestic gas transmission and distribution
network, and the aforementioned Samsonenko’s
gambling business.
In comparison, Macedonian companies with Austri
an and Dutch beneficial ownership directly control
more than 26 % of the total revenues of all busi
nesses in the country and 24 % of the total assets in
the economy, as well as employing 15 % of the labor
force.5 Greek companies make up another 13 % of
the economy; Hellenic Petroleum, operator of the
OKTA refinery, is the largest Greek investor. Some of
the largest companies in Macedonia are also from
the above-mentioned countries, including a power
distribution provider, EVN, as well as a Kavadarci

ferro-nickel plant owned by the largest nickel pro
ducer in Europe, Cunico Resources, currently regis
tered in the Netherlands. With a significant stake in
the banking, fuel distribution, and shipping sectors,
Greece arguably has the largest corporate presence
in the country6 and in one case, there are indications
that Russia may have tried to use a Greek firm to ex
pand the Russian footprint in Macedonia.
Some of the Russian corporate footprint in Macedo
nia is currently channeled through third countries.
One example is the Russian mining company Solway,
which operates a lead, zinc, and copper mine in Mac
edonia, but is officially registered in Switzerland. An
other is a large Russian power plant operator, TKG,
which owns a joint-venture, the TE-TO Combined
Cycle Heat and Power Plant near Skopje, through a
Cypriot offshore intermediary.7 To consider the mines

Figure 1. Stock of Russian Foreign Direct Investment
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Figure 2. Russia’s Corporate Footprint in Macedonia
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Source: CSD calculations based on a commercial corporate database survey using ultimate beneficial ownership as criteria.

operated by Solway and TE-TO as Russian-owned
companies in this assessment would nearly double
the extent of the Russian economic footprint in Mac
edonia.
Macedonia currently imports mostly natural gas and
oil derivatives from Russia. Hence, with the fall of oil
prices on world markets after 2014, the country’s
import costs have significantly shrunk. Imports from
Russia fell from around EUR 300 million per year from
the 2006 – 2011 period to EUR 58.3 million in 2016,
of which EUR 55 million were mineral fuel products.
Conversely, Macedonian exports to Russia have more
than doubled in the past decade, reaching around
EUR 50 million in 2016, or 2.4 % of Macedonian total
exports. Until 2016, Macedonian exports were domi
nated by pharmaceuticals produced by a Macedonian
subsidiary of a Russian pharmaceutical giant, Protek,
and agricultural products (mostly fruits and vegeta
bles). These agricultural products have become more
attractive and competitive on the Russian market fol
lowing Russia’s embargo on EU agricultural exports in
8
9
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response to 2014 sanctions against Russia.8 Macedo
nia and Russia worked on including dairy and meat
products in the country’s export portfolio, but Rus
sia’s high import tariffs and strict food regulations
prevented a major expansion of this trade. At least
since 2014, the Macedonian government of former
Prime Minister Gruevski floated the idea for a free
trade agreement between the two countries, but this
did not materialize.
Russian foreign direct investment (FDI) in Macedonia
has increased since 2014 following the establishment
of closer ties with the government of former Prime
Minister Gruevski. Still, Russian FDI in the country was
estimated at just around EUR 31 million in 2015, or
less than 1 percent of the total FDI in Macedonia.9
For comparison, in 2015, Dutch FDI in Macedonia
accounted for a quarter of the total, or around
USD 1.05 billion, while Austrian investments were
close to 12 percent.10 Austria and the Netherlands
are the two the largest investors in Macedonia, and
more generally, in the region. The biggest direct

Currently, the biggest pharmaceutical exporter to Russia is the Alkaloid company. Protek closed its plant in 2016.
CSD calculations on the basis of foreign direct investment statistics from the Macedonian Central Bank, UNCTAD and the
Russian Central Bank.
Ibid.
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Russian investment in the country is through the
pharmaceutical company Protek, owned by Russian
businessman Vadim Yakunin. The company has
invested around EUR 13 million since 2011.11
However, according to our findings, Russian indirect
investment appears to dwarf its FDI in Macedonia.
The two largest Russian investments in the country
date back to 2005 when Lukoil and Itera invested in
a chain of gasoline stations and a combined heat and
power plant, respectively.12 Both investments were
channeled through third countries, including Cyprus
and the Netherlands. In the period from 2005 to 2016,
Lukoil invested USD 50 million in Macedonia.13 If we
include third-party investments channeled through
Switzerland, Belize, and Cyprus by Solway, Sintez,
and Samsonenko’s BetCity, Russian investment in the
country would be at least six to seven times larger,
amounting to USD 200 million in FDI stock, or around
4 % of all FDI. Notably, in 2015, the biggest investor in
Macedonia was Bermuda (USD 200.7 million).

strained the economy. This energy dependence is
exacerbated by the fact that Russia controls the single
gas route to Macedonia. The Macedonian gas market
is fully dependent on imports from Gazprom via the
TransBalkan Pipeline, which passes through Ukraine,
Romania, and Bulgaria. Gazprom charges Macedonia
one of the highest gas prices in Europe.15 The high gas
price and the inflexible take-or-pay contract terms
with Gazprom have placed financial strain on some of
the major gas consumers in Macedonia.16

Vulnerable Sectors

In the oil sector, Macedonia’s OKTA refinery no
longer depends on Russian crude oil, as it ships from
a Thessaloniki port controlled by Hellenic Petroleum,
a major fuel producer and supplier in the country.
In 2016, Rosneft attempted to purchase the Greek
state-owned company, though no agreement was
reached. Considering that OKTA is the sole refinery in
Macedonia, the potential Russian purchase of Hellenic
Petroleum would have increased Russian control of
the oil sector in Macedonia had the purchase gone
through. This incident underscores that Macedonia’s
reliance on one pipeline and one refinery potentially
poses economic and political risks to the country.

Energy

Natural Gas

Macedonia is a country with exceptionally high
dependence on fossil fuels: over 80 % of the primary
energy in the country comes from coal and oil.
Depending on the year, Macedonia imports up to half
of its energy needs. Meanwhile, the energy sector
has suffered from very high levels of energy intensity,
which is estimated to be 40 % higher than the EU
average.14 Energy inefficiency has pushed up the
country’s energy import costs and has significantly

Macedonia does not have a well-developed gasifica
tion network, and natural gas is not a major part of
the country’s energy supply. In 2016, Gazprom de
livered only 70 mcm of gas, the lowest in Europe.17
Macedonia’s remarkably low gas consumption spared
the country the impact of 2006 and 2009 gas supply
cuts caused by Gazprom’s debt disputes with Ukraine.
Macedonia had little difficulty in switching to heavy
fuel to substitute for the gas supply cut.
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CSD calculations based on multiple media reports.
“Lukoil Plans to Increase the Investment in Macedonia.” Lukoil Press Center. 21 June, 2012.
Stefanova, Natasha (2016). “Lukoil Plans to Increase the Investment in Macedonia.” SITEL, 30 September, 2016, accessed on
January 13, 2018 at http://sitel.com.mk/lukoil-najavuva-novi-investicii-vo-makedonija
Stojkovska, Iskra (2012). Energy Policy in Macedonia in the Context of the EU Integration, Front 23/42, April 2012.
Gazprom’s Grip: Russia’s Leverage Over Europe. RadioFreeEurope – Infographics on the Russian gas dependence in Europe by
country, accessed on 9 November, 2017 at https://www.rferl.org/a/gazprom-russia-gas-leverage-europe/25441983.html
A take-or-pay clause stipulates that a buyer is obliged to either take up all of the contracted gas volumes or pay a certain
percentage of them.
Gazprom statistics on gas supply to Europe accessed at Gazprom’s official website: http://www.gazpromexport.ru/en/
statistics/, accessed on 30 November, 2017.
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Heat production is based predominantly on the use
of coal, wood, and fuel oil. The country generates
roughly 80 % of its electricity through two lignitefired power plants in Bitola and Oslomej, both owned
by a state-owned power monopoly, ELEM, with a
combined capacity of 800 MW. The remaining 20 %
is provided by hydroelectric power plants (528 MW –
also owned by ELEM and several private companies)
and marginal volumes of wind and solar power. Mac
edonia is also among the biggest lignite producers
and holds around 2.5 billion Mt of reserves. Hence,
the country is planning to construct additional lignitebased power stations despite its obligations to Brus
sels to invest in renewables instead. Macedonia has
not been able to implement many of its obligations,
including unbundling of ELEM and the liberalization of
the power and gas markets, which are still highly reg
ulated and non-transparent.18 Poor management and
a highly regulated below-cost power and gas price
environment have led to an accumulation of large
debts on the part of these state-owned companies.
As a consequence, the companies have neglected
much-needed infrastructure improvements, which
further imperils the security of the supply chain.
Macedonia’s energy security risks are also associated
with widespread energy poverty among households,
which find it difficult to pay their electricity bills and
are widely reliant on burning low-quality wood and
lignite for heating. This contributes to high levels of
air pollution and associated health risks.
The government sees household gasification as one
possible solution to the country’s energy poverty.
However, there has been limited infrastructure de
velopment in Macedonia. The underdeveloped do
mestic gas network, supplied by the TransBalkan
pipeline, reaches only Strumica in Eastern Macedo
nia and the outskirts of Skopje, where it connects
18
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to several industrial clients and the TE-TO Skopje
Combined Cycle Heat and Power (CCHP) plant. Con
secutive governments have continued to support
natural gas network expansion in the country and
engaged with the Gazprom-led South Stream and
Turkish Stream pipelines. In July 2013, the Macedo
nian government signed a bilateral agreement with
Russia to construct an offshoot of South Stream,
although there was great uncertainty regarding
how exactly to link Macedonia to the pipeline.19
After abandoning the project following a dispute
with regulators in Brussels,20 Russian President
Vladimir Putin announced a new project, Turkish
Stream, which would consist of two pipelines to
Turkey, each delivering a little less than 16 bcm of
gas per year. The first line would supply only the
Turkish domestic market, while the second would
transport gas either through Greece or Bulgaria to
Macedonia, Serbia, and Hungary along a new pipe
line, TESLA, and would terminate at the Baumgar
ten gas hub near Vienna. These plans are similar
to the initial South Stream project plans, but only
TESLA has been included in the European Commis
sion’s Projects of Common Interest (PCI). PCI inclu
sion is a pre-condition for possible EU financing.21
The pipeline is scheduled for 2019, which appears
unrealistic, considering the slow progress of Turkish
Stream and opposition in the EU to a new Russian
pipeline from the South. The inclusion of TESLA in
the list of EU Projects of Common Interest (PCI) in
2015 seems to be the result of heavy lobbying on
the part of Hungary, which has been the diplomatic
leader in pushing TESLA through.22
The former Macedonian government embraced TESLA
and worked closely with a Russian gas construction
company, Stroytransgaz, to extend the domestic
natural gas pipeline network. Stroytransgaz is owned

European Energy Community (2017). Annual Implementation Report. 1 September, 2017, Energy Community Secretariat.
B92 (2013). “Russia and Macedonia sign South Stream offshoot deal,” 24.07.2013, accessed on 16 November at http://www.
b92.net/eng/news/region.php?yyyy=2013&mm=07&dd=24&nav_id=87050
RFERL (2014). “Bulgaria Suspends Work On South Stream Pipeline”. Radio Free Europe, 8 June, 2014, accessed on 21 November,
2017 at https://www.rferl.org/a/bulgaria-suspends-work-on-south-stream-pipeline/25414739.html
Georgiev, Georgi (2015). “CE/SEE partners eye EU funds for Tesla gas pipeline project,” SeeNews, 28 August, 2015 accessed
on 21 November at: https://seenews.com/news/cesee-partners-eye-eu-funds-for-tesla-gas-pipeline-project-490558#sthash.
zOUb2R0v.dpuf
Ibid.
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by the U.S.- and EU-sanctioned Gennady Timchenko.
The same company was reportedly responsible for
constructing an offshoot of the South Stream pipeline
before the project’s cancellation.23 The cancelled
project was planned at USD 200-300 million and
would have been partially financed by the Russian
state as a way to repay USD 60 million in Sovietera debt to Macedonia. Russia’s Finance Ministry
announced in February 2017 that it would clear the
debt to Macedonia by the end of the year.24 In effect,
in repaying this longstanding gas debt to Macedonia
through financing the expansion of the domestic
pipeline infrastructure, Russia would have financed
a company with strong ties to Kremlin, which had
previously received billions of U.S. dollars through
other pipeline projects in Russia and Europe.
Despite the failure of South Stream and the some
what unclear fate of TESLA, the government has par
tially followed through with the plans to expand its
network. In August 2016, Stroytransgaz completed
the construction of the 96 km, USD 75 million Kle
covce – Negotino pipeline, linking Macedonia with the
Serbian gas system.25 The company also planned to
complete a link to Greece, where it would potentially
connect to the second line of the Turkish Stream pipe
line at the border.
In October 2016, Macedonia’s and Greece’s trans
mission operators, MER and DESFA, signed an agree
ment to connect their networks via a 160 km inter
connector between Stip, where the extension of the
Russian-built Klekovce-Negotino pipeline ends. This
new pipeline is a welcome move in the process of
gas diversification that could possibly link the Mac
edonian gas system with Azeri gas flowing through
the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline (TAP).26 Unfortunately,
consecutive Macedonian governments have balked
23
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at this opportunity to diversify gas supply. Instead,
government officials have decided to pursue eco
nomically unrealistic, contractually rigid, Gazprommanaged pipeline projects: South Stream, Turkish
Stream, and TESLA. The decision to begin large-scale
gasification exclusively with a company close to the
Kremlin (Stroytransgaz) and Gazprom in order to re
coup its Soviet-era debt is one example of a regionwide pattern of Balkan governments acting against
what would appear to be in their national interests.
Similar approaches can be observed in Bulgaria and
Serbia. Consecutive governments in Bulgaria have
not been willing to complete a number of strategic
energy security projects, such as the gas intercon
nectors with Greece, Romania, Turkey, and Serbia,
and instead have focused almost entirely on build
ing a Gazprom-led large-scale pipeline through the
country, either South Stream or Turkish Stream. In
Serbia, the government agreed in 2008 to sell its
largest company, Naftna industrija Srbije (NIS), to
Gazprom at a below-market price without improving
the terms of its long-term gas contract. This precipi
tated huge losses for the state-owned gas supplier,
Srbijagas, and the Serbian budget.
Throughout the region, there is one key popular
economic misconception associated with the South
Stream project: that hosting a large Russian gas pipe
line would transform local economies, create thou
sands of jobs, and generate new businesses, and
that the construction of the pipeline would benefit
Balkan countries through cheaper natural gas, which
would, in turn, facilitate expanded gas transmission.
It appears that this view is not grounded in facts or
detailed economic impact assessments, but have
drawn on statements of high-level politicians and
business leaders.27 The idea that a Russian pipeline

Luhn, Alec (2014). “Gennady Timchenko denies Putin links made him one of Russia’s top oligarchs,” 24.03.2014, accessed
on 16 November at https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/mar/21/oligarch-timchenko-denies-putin-links-us-blacklistsanctions
RT (2017). “Russia to clear entire Soviet debt by year-end”, RT, 17.02.2017 accessed on 10 November at https://www.rt.com/
business/377676-russia-pays-soviet-debt/
“Macedonia completes part of its gas network”, economynews.bg, 01.08.2016.
Balkan Energy (2016). “MER and DESFA signed MoU on gas pipeline construction”, 14 October 2016 accessed on 10 November
at http://balkanenergy.com/mer-and-desfa-signed-mou-on-gas-pipeline-construction-region-14-october-2016/
Marusic, Sinisa (2013). “South Stream Deal Boosts Macedonia’s Gas Prospects”, BalkanInsight, 26 July, 2013.
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project would bring more energy security to the host
countries can be contrasted with the experience of
Ukraine and Belarus, which have both faced contin
ued supply disruptions, despite serving as the main
transit countries for Russian gas.

in 2010 for EUR 136 million (see Fig. 3 for a visuali
zation of ownership links). At the time, there was a
widespread belief in Macedonia that Gazprom had
control of the Sintez Group.28 In 2013, Sintez further
increased its stake at TE-TO to 89.2 %.

From 2006 to 2013, the promise of closer coopera
tion between Macedonia and Russia on natural gas
pipeline projects spilled over into a number of re
lated joint projects, including the biggest individual
Russian investment in the country: the construction
of a 220-MW gas-fired heat and power plant near
Skopje, the above-mentioned TE-TO plant. CCHP is
owned by Russia’s TKG-2 company, a subsidiary of
the Sintez Group, owned by Russian Senator and
businessman Leonid Lebedev. TKG-2, which con
trols 80 % of the shares (through the Cyprus-based
offshore company Bitar Holdings), completed CCHP

Sintez purchased another 9 % from Toplifikacija, a
private heat distribution company, which until 2012
had a monopoly over the heating supply in Skopje.29
In 2012, an offshore-registered company, Balkan
Energy Group, also controlled by the owners of the
TE-TO plants, received a license to take over heat
production, distribution and supply to the city, de
spite the fact that there was no information about
the financial or managerial capacity of the firm.30
Hence, in the past five years, one Russian company
has indirectly taken over heat production and dis
tribution in Skopje. This close interdependence cre

Figure 3. TE-TO CCHP Plant Ownership Structure
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Earlier, TE-TO was owned by the Russian companies Itera (60 %) and Bitar (20 %).
Toplifikacija’s major shareholder is a mysterious Cyprus-based company Kardikor Investment. MKD (2012). “Балкан Енерџи
Груп” ќе произведува, дистрибуира и снабудва топлинска енергија за Скопје”, 30 December, 2012, accessed on
16 November at https://www.mkd.mk/86917/ekonomija/balkan-enerdzi-grup-ke-go-snabduva-skjopje-so-parno-greenje
Immediately after taking over the heating licenses, Balkan Energy Group began accumulating debt to Toplifikacija as described
by the annual reports of the company from 2013 to 2015.
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ates a potential vulnerability for the Macedonian
energy sector.
By 2013, TE-TO accumulated around USD 120 mil
lion in gas debt to Gazprom for the operation of
two plants in Russia and the CCHP in Skopje. 31 The
exact extent of its gas debt in Macedonia is not
known due to the agreement’s confidentiality. At
the end of 2016, TKG-2 also owed Toplifikacija32
EUR 23 million, most of which was used for a con
struction of the CCHP in Skopje. 33 In January 2017,
a Russian state-owned bank, VTB, filed a claim with
a Russian court to seize the CCHP (which was used
as collateral for a loan) in an attempt to use its as
sets to recover some of TKG’s debts to the bank.
The difficult financial situation of the ownership
of the CCHP has created a cascade of debt that af
fects the heat distribution company. In theory, this
could lead to decapitalization of the company, in
turn causing problems with the reliability of supply,
or even a temporary halt of the plant’s operation,
which would risk leaving 50,000 Skopje households
without heat.
Oil
Macedonia is completely dependent on crude oil im
ports from the port of Thessaloniki in Greece, via the
pipeline to the OKTA refinery in Skopje. Hellenic Pe
troleum, partially owned by Greece, purchased the
31
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refinery in 1999. Before 2012, Macedonia imported
most of its crude oil from Russia (though imports fell
from USD 497 million in 2012 to nearly 0 in 2014).34
In order to cover some of its debt obligations to its
international creditors, the Greek government previ
ously offered to sell its state share in Hellenic Petro
leum. Both Lukoil and Gazprom expressed interest
in purchase.
Currently, Makpetrol is the biggest distributor of oil
products to around half of all gas stations in Mac
edonia. As of 2014, Russia’s Lukoil, which represents
the second-largest Russian investor in the country,
controlled around 9 % of the retail processed fu
els market. The Russian company imports its fuel
products from a Bulgarian refinery in Bourgas, also
owned by Lukoil. In addition to its own chain of
27 gas stations, Lukoil supplies 40 other gas stations
with fuel. In 2016, two former partners in a joint ven
ture between Russian TNK and British BP attempted
to take over Makpetrol for EUR 47 million. However,
Makpetrol was eventually purchased by Balkan Pe
troleum Holding Limited, a British-Cypriot company
that can be traced to the British Virgin Islands.35 One
report links the Balkans Holding company to a Rus
sian-Israeli businessman, Uri Bider, Vasiliy Evdoki
mov, a British national with links to Russia,36 and two
Russian businessmen, Alexander Kaplan and Mikhail
Cerny, about whom allegations of wrongdoing have
been made.37 In July 2017, the Macedonian Security

Skorlgina, Nataliya. (2014). The debt of TKG-2 could be covered by China. Komersant, 28.05.2014 accessed on 9 November,
2017 at https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/2480821. TKG-2 is owned by Sintez Group, with significant oil and energy assets
in Russia and across Eastern Europe.
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and Exchange Commission suspended the takeover,
and the relevant Macedonian institutions have not
yet reached a final decision in this case.
If a Russian company were to take over Makpet
rol, Russia would have a virtual monopoly on the
country’s oil and gas market, which would expand
the Russian economic footprint multi-fold. In neigh
bouring Bulgaria, Lukoil’s controls 50-60 % of the oil
market, making it quasi-monopoly in the country.38
Lukoil has not only been charging higher than inter
national market prices in Bulgaria, but has also been
alleged to have used transfer-pricing methods to
evade taxes.39

Mining and Metallurgy
Solway previously owned a lead-zinc mine, Sasa,
and Macedonia’s most productive copper and gold
mines, Bucim and Pehcevo. Each year, the Sasa
processes about 900,000 tons of lead and zinc ore.
Solway’s investments in the development and ex
pansion of the mines are estimated at EUR 70 mil
lion since their acquisition in 2005. Solway however
sold Sasa to a U.S. commodities fund in December
2015 and currently operates only Bucim.40 Solway
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is officially registered in Switzerland but has links
with Rusal Holding, controlled by Oleg Deripaska,
an ex-owner of Montenegro’s aluminium company,
KAP, and widely considered a close ally of the Rus
sian president.41
In 2005, Solway acquired Bucim and has since in
vested over EUR 32.6 million (in modernization and
development).42 Bucim is the biggest local employer,
with 600 workers, and has significantly contributed
to local infrastructure. Since 2010, Solway has also
invested around EUR 4 million in a Pehcevo copper
ore mine and has announced plans to increase its in
vestment to EUR 40 million in the future.43
In 2010, a Cyprus-based company, Circuitland De
velopments LTD, purchased an electrical and met
allurgy plant, Jugohrom, and became its majority
owner with its 90 % of its shares. Circuitland Devel
opments LTD can be traced to a Hong-Kong-based
holding company, Camelot Group, owned by Rus
sians Maxim Moskalev and Dimitry Agramakov.44 In
2016, Jugohrom was closed due to extremely high
levels of pollution.45 The State Inspectorate for the
Environment ordered the plant to stop production
until further notice.46
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Jugohrom, based in Tetovo, was one of Macedo
nia’s top exporters. It accounted for 7 % of total ex
ports and employed 1,100 workers. Although it was
among the biggest polluters in the country, it faced
little oversight and consequences from the relevant
Macedonian authorities. Despite prior investigation
by the Tetovo public prosecutor and an indictment
in 2014 against the management of Jugohrom on

charges of endangering the health of the citizens of
Tetovo, the case was dropped on December 5, 2014
due to a lack of evidence of any criminal offense.47
This changed when it failed to meet a October 31,
2016 deadline set by the State Inspectorate for the
Environment to install a dust collection system, and
was, as a result, closed.48

Box 1. Influx of Russian Offshore Capital: the Case of Samsonenko
One key example of Russian capital flows in the Western Balkans is Samsonenko’s network of busi
nesses in Macedonia. Samsonenko is a Russian businessman who came to Macedonia just a few months
after Gruevski became Prime Minister in the fall of 2006. Beginning then and continuing to present,
Samsonenko was reported to have links with the then-ruling coalition of the Internal Macedonian Revo
lutionary Organization – Democratic Party for Macedonian National Unity (VMRO-DPMNE).49 First, a
former VMRO Member of Parliament (MP) (from 1998 to 2002), Aleksandar Pandov, worked as a man
ager in Samsonenko’s BetCity gambling business until 2011.50 Second, Samsonenko publicly appeared
in a pre-election music video commissioned by VMRO-DPMNE in 2014, in which he openly supported
Gruevski.
Samsonenko’s investments have been concentrated in sports and gambling. In addition to BetCity, Sam
sonenko owns the football and handball club Vardar. His biggest direct investment in the country is a
2014 public-private partnership between one of his companies and the municipality of Aerodrom (at that
time governed by a VMRO-DPMNE mayor) to build “Sport Center Jane Sandanski.” The municipality gave
Samsonenko a 35-year concession for the sports hall through a procedure that appeared to be neither
competitive nor transparent. The company managing the sports hall51 is a Cypriot-based offshore com
pany owned ultimately by a Belize-based shell company used by Samsonenko for many of his other in
vestments. In addition to Samsonenko’s businesses, many companies associated with the Macedonian
political elite close to Gruevski are registered at the same addresses in the offshore jurisdictions used by
Samsonenko himself.52
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Political Meddling
and Soft Power
Russia has also gained a foothold in the Macedonian
public space through its media outlets, such as Sput
nik, and its non-profit organizations, including chari
table activities. Some of these Russian organizations
have donated funds to construct Orthodox churches
or promote Russian culture and language. Russia’s
public relations campaign relies heavily on promot
ing Russia’s historic ties to Slavic nations in the region
as a way to improve the public perception of its in
stitutions. Pro-Russian media and non-profits often
present Russian governance as an alternative to the
EU, which they describes as hypocritical in its ap
proach to the Western Balkans.
Russia has allegedly financed the construction of a
Russian Orthodox Church in the Aerodrom munici
pality of Skopje, which also hosts a sports center,
co-financed by Samsonenko and the municipality.53
The same foundation was previously associated with
financing the pro-Russian Center Party in Estonia.54
Meanwhile, a member of the Russian Duma, Leonid
Lebedev, also a beneficiary of the Skopje TE-TO heat
ing plants, donated funds for lighting the Millennium
Cross above Skopje.55
Although the Gruevski government attempted to
boost Russian tourism to Macedonia by scrapping
short-term visa requirements for visits of less than one
year, the number of tourists from Russia has remained
small, at between 2,400 and 4,800 per annum. The
latter trend is not helped by the lack of a direct flight
connection and the limited promotion of the country
in Russia. In comparison, more than 300,000 Russians
on average visit Montenegro each year.
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Russia emerged as a political player in Macedonia
after the country plunged into a political crisis fol
lowing April 2014 elections. The Social Democratic
Union of Macedonia (SDSM), an opposition party,
left the Macedonian parliament because it claimed
that the elections were illegitimate and demanding
a new vote. Gruevski’s determination not to back
down unleashed a wave of street protests. The po
litical crisis deepened after a leader of the SDSM
began releasing wiretaps revealing high-level cor
ruption and even alleged murder plots. The record
ings appeared to have the voices of Gruevski, the
Secret Services head Sasho Mijalkov (Gruevski’s first
cousin), and the Transportation and Interior minis
ters discussing public procurement tender manipu
lation, appointments of loyalists to senior judicial
positions, suppression of protests, abuse of public
funds for conspicuous consumption, and coverups of the murder of a youth who attended earlier
protests.
As the protests turned violent, the EU negotiated the
so-called Przino agreement between the government
and the opposition, which stipulated the resignation
of Gruevski’s government, new elections, and ap
pointment of a special prosecutor to investigate the
corruption allegations stemming from the wiretapped
recordings. However, the crisis was exacerbated in
2016 following inconclusive elections and the attempt
by Macedonia’s president to pardon the individu
als charged in or allegedly involved in the publicized
corruption scandals. Eventually, the president back
tracked and rescinded the pardon in the face of na
tional and international protests, including from the
EU. Finally, once a new coalition government headed
by Zoran Zaev and his SDSM party formed a govern
ment on May 31, 2017, the country returned to rela
tive stability.56
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Throughout, there were indications that the Russian
government was using the political crisis to reawaken
national rifts in the region and to find “evidence” to
back claims of Western meddling, including allega
tions of stoking the protests and pushing for a change
in government.57 The Gruevski government, as well as
Macedonian President Gjorge Ivanov, repeated many
of Russia’s claims.58 Russian Foreign Minister Lav
rov stated that the protests in Macedonia were the
product of outside manipulation.59 Lavrov had been
commenting on the situation in Macedonia beginning
with the protests in 2015, when he drew upon ethnic
divisions and sensitivities, claiming that Macedonia
had been a victim of extremism and would be divided
by Albania and Bulgaria. Later, after the December
2016 elections, Russia focused attention on an al
leged “Tirana Platform” to create a “Greater Albania.”
In government statements, Russia played up the poor
state of inter-ethnic relations, with great resonance
in Macedonia and the region. In general, Russian For
eign Ministry statements became a regular occur
rence after 2015. Prior to these protests, Russia had
largely ignored Macedonia. Against this backdrop, the
Macedonian government refused to join the EU and
U.S. sanctions against Russia after the Crimean an
nexation. Ivanov was also invited to join the May 9,
2015 military parade in Moscow amid a boycott of the
event by most world leaders.60
The poor state of media freedom in Macedonia con
tributed to the ability of Russian messages to enter
the mainstream media. Pro-government media out
lets and then-Prime Minister Gruevski himself bor
rowed narratives from Russian media outlets such as
Sputnik. Outside the panic-raising reports about the
57
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West promoting a Greater Albania project, the U.S.
Ambassador also became a target of a pro-govern
ment media campaign.61
An investigative report from June 2017 by the Organ
ized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP)
and several local and regional investigative organi
zations revealed information from leaked Macedo
nian counterintelligence documents portraying how
Serbian intelligence had been involved in efforts to
support anti-Western and pro-Russian nationalist
groups.62 The documents also revealed how the Rus
sian Embassy in Skopje had been engaged in propa
ganda and subversive activities since 2006, which in
cluded direct funding of Macedonian media outlets,
including those directed at the Albanian minority,
so that they become outlets for Russian disinforma
tion.63 The Russian foreign intelligence (SVR) bureau
in Belgrade and the military intelligence (GRU) office
in Sofia were reportedly managing the operations in
Macedonia. In addition, Russia has set up over 30 Rus
so-Macedonian cultural associations, opened a Rus
sian cultural center in Skopje, and opened two Con
sulates in Ohrid and Bitola in 2016, allegedly with the
goal of gathering intelligence.64
Apart from some Russian intelligence officers, leaked
documents identified some journalists from TASS, a
state-owned Russian news agency, and a representa
tive of the Rossotrudnichestvo Russian aid agency to
have worked on recruiting Macedonian officials.65 A
Rossotrudnichestvo office opened in Macedonia in
2016 as a result of a 2013 intergovernmental agree
ment envisioned the founding of a Russian cultural
and science center in Macedonia.66 The leaked coun
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terintelligence documents also noted that the Rus
sian Ambassador directly told a senior foreign min
istry official in April 2017 that Russia was working
to make Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Mon
tenegro, and Serbia militarily neutral countries and
complained that the Macedonian government was
not reciprocating Russia’s support, and threatened it
with economic and political consequences.67

Policy Recommendations
The immediate goal of Russia’s economic policy in
Macedonia has been to maintain its regional domi
nance over energy markets and galvanize support for
its gas pipeline projects in the region. Control of en
ergy markets is the basis on which Russia could try
to step up its efforts to expand both its economic
engagement and political influence. By trying to lock
Macedonia in large-scale energy projects, Russia has
been working towards pressuring the government
over the long-term, potentially through energy sup
ply halts, debt disputes, or trade restrictions. To bol
ster the resiliency of its economy and political system
against the inflow of corrosive capital, the Macedo
nian government should strengthen the governance
of its key institutions, put economic considerations
before geopolitical assumptions, improve media free
dom, make capital inflows more transparent, and
tackle high-level corruption that could be used by for
eign countries, entities and individuals for their own
interests.

•

•

•

•

•

Several key policy recommendations include:
• Macedonia should create an independent depart
ment within the Financial Intelligence Office (FIO)
to monitor and analyze capital flows from foreign
countries. Its task would be to flag suspicious
money flows into strategic economic sectors and
in sensitive areas, such as cultural and media insti
tutions.
• The FIO and the Special Prosecutor’s Office should
look more closely at ties between domestic po
litical parties and businessmen and foreign busi
67
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nesses, particularly from authoritarian countries,
especially when there is little transparency about
the origin of large-scale transactions aiming to ac
quire lucrative assets in the country.
Macedonia should work on strengthening the
independence of media by reforming the media
regulator and developing a special unit targeting
disinformation campaigns that pose threat to
national security.
To promote healthy investment in the country,
Macedonia should demand transparency of ul
timate beneficial ownership, and should closely
monitor and analyze money laundering and tax
evasion risks.
Macedonia should focus its efforts in the energy
sector on diversification of gas supplies and
liberalization of gas and power markets, consistent
with European energy rules.
Regulatory institutions such as the country’s Se
curity and Exchange Commission (SEC) should
not allow the ownership of the largest oil refin
ing and wholesale distribution assets to be ac
quired by companies with unidentified ultimate
beneficial ownership and financial capacity. The
SEC should ensure full transparency of its deci
sion-making process, in which the FIO and the
Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC) should also
be involved.
A detailed cost-benefit analysis of each large-scale
infrastructure project conducted by independent
consultants should be performed before the
government commits to them. Foreign financial
institutions, such as the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, the European
Investment Bank and the World Bank, could be
engaged in advising the government on the most
efficient public investment frameworks.
The capacity and independence of energy and en
vironmental regulatory bodies, as well as judicial
institutions should be strengthened, so that they
can prevent and respond to violations of respec
tive frameworks.
Mergers and acquisitions should be closely moni
tored by Macedonia’s Commission for Protection
of Competition for possible market concentration
risks, even when the deals affect foreign compa
nies investing in Macedonia.
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• Private businesses and CSOs should advocate
against non-transparent decision-making in stra
tegic sectors such as energy, mining and finance
that potentially attract the attention of corrosive
capital.

• Civil society organizations and investigative jour
nalists should become much more active in reflag
ging and exposing corrupt practices, the fusion of
corporate and political interests, and irresponsible
and opportunistic economic policies.
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